Company:

Wayne Burt Systems, Inc - Atlanta based US corporation having state of art manufacturing facilities in India (Bailey Hydro Power Pvt Ltd) and Singapore (Wayne Burt Systems Pte Ltd).

Wayne Burt specializes in manufacturing of hydraulic cylinder serving OEM clients across the USA, Europe and South East Asia.

Over 30 years of existence in Manufacturing of hydraulic cylinders (Standard & Custom Designed Cylinders) & Specialized in Custom cylinders for Marine / shipping / Cargo handling / Earth moving equipment etc.

Challenge:

- 2D Drawing creation
- Manual calculation
- Prototype

Key Benefits:

- Shortened product design time
- Earlier design verification
- Use fewer materials
- Lowered product development costs
- Reduced design errors
- Minimize the number of prototype

“SolidWorks Simulation Tools helps us in reducing design errors and design things right at first time”.

K.V. Chandra Sekhar
Sr. Manager - Manufacturing